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Abstract: Grid-connected systems often consist of several feedback-controlled power-electronics
converters that are connected in parallel. Consequently, a number of stability issues arise due to
interactions among multiple converter subsystems. Recent studies have presented impedance-based
methods to assess the stability of such large systems. However, only few real-life experiences have
been previously presented, and practical implementations of impedance-based analysis are rare for
large-scale systems that consist of multiple parallel-connected devices. This work presents a case
study in which an unstable high-frequency operation, caused by multiple paralleled grid-connected
rectifiers, of a 250 kW data center in southern Finland is reported and studied. In addition,
the work presents an experimental approach for characterizing and assessing the system stability by
using impedance measurements and an aggregated impedance-based analysis. Recently proposed
wideband-identification techniques based on binary injection and Fourier methods are applied to
obtain the experimental impedance measurements from the input terminals of a single data center
rectifier unit. This work provides a practical approach to design and implement the impedance-based
stability analysis for a system consisting of multiple paralleled grid-connected converters. It is
shown that the applied methods effectively predict the overall system stability and the resonant
modes of the system, even with very limited information on the system. The applied methods are
versatile, and can be utilized in various grid-connected applications, for example, in adaptive control,
system monitoring, and stability analysis.

Keywords: grid-connected power electronics; stability analysis; impedance-based stability criterion;
system instability; case study

1. Introduction

Grid-connected power-electronics systems have become an essential part of the modern power
system. A large share of electricity consumption is processed in power electronics, and also
the production has started to shift towards power-electronic interfaced renewable alternatives.
Consequently, the number of inverters and rectifiers in the electrical system is increasing rapidly,
and it is expected that eventually 100% of the electricity in modern countries will flow through
power-electronic devices [1].

Along with the transformation of the energy system, information technology and data processing,
such as cloud storages, centralized servers and data mining, are experiencing a revolution. The energy
demand for these activities has continuously increased in the past few years, and the data centers
are becoming a significant energy consumer [2]. For example, maintaining the blockchain for the
cryptocurrency Bitcoin has a yearly energy demand of approximately 43 TWh [3]. The majority
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of the required data mining takes place in data centers, where grid-connected power-supplying
units (PSUs) feed the processing units. The processors are often graphical processing units (GPUs),
central processing units (CPUs) or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). To achieve required
power levels for high processing capability, multiple modular units are connected in parallel.

The high power consumption of a data center may cause issues in power quality, such as high
total harmonic distortion (THD) or flicker in grid voltages [4,5]. In addition, the grid interface
of power-electronic devices is prone to adverse interactions, which may lead to dramatic stability
issues [6]. The threat of instability increases as more power-electronic units are connected in parallel [7].
Consequently, data centers that can have up to thousands of paralleled PSUs may encounter very low
stability margins leading to unstable operation, as already encountered in systems that have multiple
parallel inverters [8–10].

Past studies have shown methods that can be applied in stability analysis of grid-connected
systems based on eigenvalue modeling [11–13] and impedance-based stability criterion [7,14–17].
Recently, the impedance-based analysis was applied also for a data center [18]. The work in [18]
assessed the stability of a large-scale data center through modeling approach, where system topology is
known in detail and the results are derived applying considerable modeling effort. However, often the
detailed structure of the PSUs is not known, and the analysis must rely at least partially on black-box
models. In such systems, modeling-based approaches are not applicable, and impedance measurements
are imperative in order to predict the system stability margins.

Methods for measuring the terminal impedance of power-electronic devices have become popular,
as the impedance measurements can be directly applied in the stability analysis [17,19–21]. This tackles
the issues related to small-signal modeling and black-box nature of many commercial devices. In the
methods, a perturbation signal is injected to the terminals and the currents and voltages are measured
and Fourier transformed to extract the spectral information. Binary wideband sequences have shown
prominent characteristics as perturbation signals, as they possess multiple desirable characterisctics,
such as controllable frequency content, minimal crest factor, and fast measurement time [21,22].

This work reports an unstable operation experienced in 250 kW data center in southern
Finland. Multiple parallel connected power-factor correcting (PFC) rectifiers produced sustained
high-frequency oscillation, which distorted the voltages of local low-voltage (LV) grid and damaged
nearby electric loads. The main oscillatory frequency manifested in the range of 7–8 kHz and
had root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of approximately 71 V, corresponding to 30.7% of the
nominal phase voltage (230 V at 50 Hz). The detailed topology and control scheme of the rectifiers
were unknown, and therefore, modeling-based analysis methods are unsuitable for assessing the
instability. Additionally, the measurements on the internal dynamics of the rectifiers are unavailable.
Thus, the only viable stability analysis method is the impedance-based analysis by applying terminal
impedance measurements.

In this work, a 2400 W single-phase PSU (shown in Figure 1) obtained from the data center is
examined and the input impedance is measured in varying load range applying pseudo-random binary
excitation signal and Fourier methods. The impedance data is utilized in aggregated impedance-based
stability analysis, which is used to explain the origin of the experienced instability of the data
center. Consequently, the work provides a real-life example of instability in paralleled PSUs in
a data center, and explains the origin of this instability based on known grid impedance and
impedance-measurements of a single PSU.

The rest of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the fundamental background
on impedance-based stability analysis and broadband impedance measurements. Section 3 presents
the detailed case description of the instability that occurred in the data center. Section 4 shows the
impedance measurements of a single PSU and performs the stability analysis based on aggregated
total load impedance of parallel PSUs. In Section 5, a brief discussion on the results of the work is
presented. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work.
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Figure 1. 2400 W single-phase power-supplying unit.

2. Background

2.1. Impedance-Based Stability Criterion

Although switched-mode power-electronics converters are nonlinear systems, the small-signal
stability can be accurately assessed based on linearized small-signal-model. A grid-connected converter
can be examined as an interconnected source-load system, where the impedance ratio of the subsystems
indicates the stability [14]. Figure 2 presents a generalized source-load configuration of Thevenin and
Norton equivalents, which is applicable for a grid-connected rectifier.

Figure 2. Source-load equivalent circuit for a grid-connected rectifier.

The current flowing from the source subsystem can be given as

I(s) =
Vs(s)
Zl(s)

H(s) (1)

where Vs(s) is the source voltage, Zl(s) is the load impedance, and H(s) is given as

H(s) =
1

1 + Zs(s)/Zl(s)
(2)

where Zs(s) is the source impedance. H(s) resembles the transfer function of a negative feedback
control system, where the forward path has a unity gain and the feedback is the impedance ratio.
Thus, the stability can be analysed based on the impedance ratio, which is also known as the minor
loop gain [23]. The Thevenin and Norton equivalents are interchangeable, and choosing Norton
equivalent for source and Thevenin equivalent for load inverts the minor loop gain to be Zl(s)/Zs(s).
As discussed in [24], the stability analysis can be performed similarly for Zl(s)/Zs(s) and Zs(s)/Zl(s),
and the ratio should be chosen so that it has no right-half plane (RHP) poles.
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Conventional control theory tools, such as sensitivity function and Nyquist criterion, can be used
in the stability analysis once the impedance-ratio is obtained. Nyquist criterion states that the stability
can be analyzed from the Nyquist contour, which is the loop gain (in this case, impedance ratio) in
complex plane. The system is stable if the open-loop transfer function is

• Stable and the contour does not encircle the critical point;
• Unstable and the contour encircles the critical point in a counter-clockwise direction once for each

RHP pole of the loop gain.

Consequently, the stability of the open-loop transfer function must be known. Additionally, if the
contour passes through the critical point (−1, 0), the system is marginally stable. The system sensitivity
to disturbances can be assessed through maximum peak criterion (MPC), which interprets the system
sensitivity from the minimum distance of the Nyquist contour to the critical point. The distance to the
critical point corresponds to the disturbance attenuation at that frequency. The sensitivity function for
the impedance-based analysis can be derived straightforwardly from

S(s) =
∣∣∣∣ 1
1 + Zs(s)/Zl(s)

∣∣∣∣ (3)

However, the MPC alone cannot be utilized for stability analysis, as the distance of the contour to
the critical point does not consider the stability of the system. Thus, the MPC is only applicable for
sensitivity analysis of stable systems.

2.2. Stability Analysis of Paralleled Devices

Originally, the impedance-based stability criterion was derived for systems that have a single
source and load subsystem. However, the majority of large-scale systems consist of multiple paralleled
devices in order to reach suitable power levels. This is the case also in data centers, where multiple
PSUs are connected in parallel to feed the data processing units. To address the stability issue of
paralleled devices, the impedance-based stability analysis has been extended to multi-paralleled
devices [7]. Figure 3 presents a source-load equivalent of n parallel connected units, similar to Figure 2.
Based on the figure, the parallel sources (or loads) can be aggregated to an equivalent source (or load)
that has an equivalent impedance of

Ztot(s) =
( n

∑
n=1

1/Zn(s)
)−1

(4)

A necessary requirement for the aggregation method is that the subsystems are connected to the
same point-of-common coupling; that is, the impedance in between the separate units is negligible [7].
In data centers, the PSUs are typically located nearby, so the interconnecting impedances between the
PSUs can be assumed to be small. The analysis can be further simplified for parallel-connected systems
where the devices are identical. The total aggregated admittance of n identical parallel-connected
rectifiers can be obtained straightforwardly from

Yl,tot(s) = n ∗ Yl(s) (5)

In this case study, the PSUs were identical and connected to the same feeding transformer,
which makes (5) applicable.
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Figure 3. Source-load equivalent circuit for parallel-connected rectifier.

2.3. Impedance Measurements with Broadband Excitations

Typically, the systems under analysis are either complex or partially unknown, and the analytical
methods become inadequate. In these cases, the most used approach is the impedance-based
analysis, which often relies on practical impedance measurements of the subsystems. The impedance
measurements generally require a perturbation signal to be injected to the system, which can be either
voltage- or current-type, and the resulting currents and voltages are measured. Then Fourier transform
is applied to extract the spectral information (impedance) from the measured signals. Multiple different
perturbation signals have been discussed, such as sine sweep, multi-sine sweep, impulse response,
or broadband sequences [25].

In this work, a maximum-length binary sequence (MLBS) is applied as the excitation signal.
Figure 4 presents a 31-bit-length MLBS generated at 1 kHz. The MLBS is a periodic broadband
excitation with a controllable frequency content and minimal peak-factor, which result in fast
measurement time and possibility to average over multiple excitation periods [26]. Additionally,
the MLBS is easy to generate and implement using a simple shift-register structure. As the signal is
binary, it is very easy to implement even with a low-cost device, whose output can only cope with a
small number of signal levels. The comparison of the MLBS to other measurement designs has been
thoroughly reported in [22]. The sequence length N, frequency resolution fres, and measurement time
Tmeas can be given as

N = 2n − 1 (6)

fres =
fgen

N
(7)

Tmeas =
PN
fgen

(8)

where n is the length of shift-register system, fgen is the generation frequency, and P is the number of
averaged periods. A logarithmic averaging procedure is an effective method for decreasing the effect
of noise in periodic signals, which can be given as

Z(jω) =

( P

∏
k=1

Uk(jω)

Ik(jω)

)(1/P)

(9)

where U(jω) and I(jω) are the Fourier-transformed voltages and currents [26].
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Figure 4. Maximum-length binary sequence in time-domain and frequency-domain.

3. Case Description: Sustained Harmonic Resonance in a Data Center

In November 2017, a new data center in southern Finland expressed unstable behavior,
which produced dramatic sustained harmonic resonance in system currents and voltages causing
breakdown of electric equipment for nearby consumers. Figure 5 presents the measured grid voltages
at the point-of-common coupling of the data center. A drastic harmonic distortion is observed at
around 7–8 kHz frequency range, with peak-to-peak amplitude of 200 V (that is, 31% of nominal
peak-to-peak voltage). This sustained resonance corresponds to a total harmonic distortion (THD) of
31%, which is approximately four times the THD limitation set by standards (maximum 8% THD given
in SFS-EN 50160 standard) [27]. In addition, the upper limit for grid voltages in the standard is +10%
of the nominal phase voltage (360 V peak value) [27]. However, the sustained resonance introduced
temporary phase voltages up to 420 V peak value, that is, 29% above normal peak voltages. The initial
attempt to remove the harmonics was to decrease the data center power from 263 kW to 140 kW.
However, the harmonic resonance persisted and was not removed until the data center replaced the
PSUs with devices from a different manufacturer.

Figure 5. Unstable operation in a data center: distorted phase voltages.

The data center connects to the grid through a 500 kVA transformer (20.5/0.41 kV) and two
parallel underground cables (AXMK-Plus 2). The parameters are given in Table 1. The effect of other
local electric loads such as fans is assumed to be negligible, and left out from the analysis. Figure 6
presents the overview of the grid connection of the data center.
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Table 1. Parameters of grid connection.

Parameter Value

Cable

Length 88 m

Resistance 0.20 Ω/km

Capacitance 0.28 µF/km

Inductance 0.26 mH/km

Transformer

Nominal power 500 kW

Voltage 20.5/0.41 kV

Resistance 1.064%

Reactance 4.420%

Data center

Critical interface

96 PSUs

Connecting grid

Trans-
former

Parallel
cables

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the data center and the grid.

4. Experimental Impedance-Based Stability Analysis

The stability analysis is performed based on impedance measurements of a single PSU acquired
from the data center and known grid parameters. The equivalent parallel impedance of multiple PSUs
is approximated from the impedance measurements, and the stability margins are examined using
impedance-based stability criterion. The replacement PSUs could not be obtained for measurements,
so a comparison of terminal impedances of the different type PSUs is not available.

4.1. Experimental Setup

An experimental setup shown in Figure 7 was built for measuring the PSU input impedance.
The setup consists of a linear 4-quadrant voltage amplifier (Spitzenberger&Spies PAS 15000) controlled
using dSPACE real-time simulator (model 1103, GmbH, Germany), the PSU, I/O measurement
card (National Instruments data acquisition card USB-6363), and a custom passive load for output
power consumption. The voltage amplifier is set to emulate 230 V phase voltage at 50 Hz
frequency, which provides the input power to the PSU. Additionally, a preprocessed broadband
MLBS excitation is added to the grid voltage reference in order to provide the perturbation for the PSU
impedance measurements.

The operation conditions of the PSU, such as loading state, affect the input impedance.
Thus, multiple impedance measurements are required so that more reliable analysis on the system
behavior can be obtained. However, the low PSU output voltage of 12.5 V paired with high single-phase
power output of 2.4 kW results in very high current (that is, 200 A). To tackle this issue, a modular
passive load was build from 10 paralleled ceramic power resistors (R = 0.8 Ω), each of which rated for
300 W dissipation. The actual power dissipation at 12.5 V voltage is approximately 200 W for each
resistor. The experimental power resistor load for the PSU is shown in Figure 8. The measurements
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are performed to the powers up to 80% of the maximum load, which is assumed to be approximately
the typical loading state. Further increases of the loading above 50% change the impedance only
marginally, and consequently, the obtained results can be assumed to valid for loading conditions
between 50% and 100% of the nominal load. In a data center, the PSUs can be assumed to be operated
in this range all the time.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the experimental measurement setup.

Figure 8. Modular passive load for emulating DC power consumption.

4.2. Impedance Measurements

The input impedance of the PSU was measured by applying a 2047-bit-length MLBS injection
generated at 140 kHz. These parameters yielded a frequency resolution of approximately 68 Hz and
an injection time of approximately 14.6 ms (for a single-period injection). In order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio, the injection was applied with 2000 periods and the results averaged using (9).
The total injection time was therefore approximately 29.2 s. The excitation is voltage-type with an
amplitude of 2 V, and therefore, the measurement provides admittance data. However, in this work all
the measurements are shown as impedances for consistency.

The input impedance of the PSU was measured during varying PSU output powers, ranging from
0 to 10 paralleled resistors, corresponding to power range of 0–2000 W. Figure 9 shows the measured
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input impedances. The impact of the power level has a drastic impact on the measured input
impedance, as a distinct resonant shape appears as the output power is increased. In addition,
the phase experiences a sudden shift of 360 degrees at the resonant frequency when the PSU operates
above 30% of the nominal power. This indicates a shift of a system pole from left-hand plane (LHP) to
right-hand plane (RHP). In order to verify this observation, an analytical transfer function based on
the measured frequency-response data is estimated by using a least-square fitting function. Figure 10
presents the corresponding pole pair as a function of output power. The path of the pole pair crosses the
imaginary axis to RHP at 600 W power, explaining the phase behavior at the resonance frequency. The
presence of a RHP pole in the input impedance of the PSU indicates that the minor loop gain should
be examined as Zgrid/ZPSU so that the RHP poles can be avoided (the grid impedance is passive and
contains no RHP poles or zeros). Although the input impedance has RHP poles, the grid-connected
PSU is inherently a voltage-input type device and the zeros and poles of input admittance describe the
internal stability of the device. Consequently, the admittance has only RHP zeros and no RHP poles,
and the device is internally stable as assumed.
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Figure 9. Measured PSU input impedance with input powers varying from 0 to 2000 W (blue to red,
from 0% to 80%).
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Figure 10. Pole-pair that shifts from LHP to RHP as the output power increases.

4.3. Stability Analysis

The stability analysis is performed by applying the presented impedance-based stability criterion
(Section 2.1) and aggregation of identical parallel devices (Section 2.2). The PSU impedance is obtained
through experimental measurements, and the grid impedance is analytically derived from the known
grid parameters. The single-phase PSUs are assumed to be evenly distributed in the three phases.
Figure 11 presents the modeled grid impedance (left, black) and the total impedance of parallel PSUs
ranging from 3 to 96 units (right, blue to red). The PSUs operate at 80% loading conditions (2000 W)
and all the units are assumed to be identical to the experimentally measured unit. The total impedance
is obtained using (5).
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Figure 11. Modeled grid impedance (left, black) and aggregated measured PSU impedance (left, blue
to red).

The first method applied for the stability analysis is Nyquist criterion where the minor loop gain
(the impedance ratio) is drawn in complex plane. The system is stable if the contour does not encircle
the critical point (−1, 0). Figure 12 presents the Nyquist contours for the paralleled PSUs. As seen
from the figure, increasing the number of PSUs from 9 to 12 shifts the contour to left resulting in
encirclement of the critical point. Thus, the maximum number of paralleled devices is only 9 based on
the impedance-based Nyquist analysis.
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As a complementary method, a closed-loop stability of the system can be assessed through
transfer function fitting and pole-zero analysis. The closed-loop poles of the system correspond to
the eigenvalues of the system and describe the resonant modes by yielding the resonance frequencies
and damping factors. Consequently, in addition to the absolute stability illustrated in the Nyquist
contours, the modal analysis of closed-loop poles yield also the stability margins of the system. A linear
time-invariant transfer function can be fitted to the aggregated PSU input impedance. Based on the
fitted transfer functions, the closed-loop poles of the system are obtained by using (2). The poles shift
as the number of parallel PSUs is increased, which corresponds to the changing stability margins of the
system. Figure 13 shows the root loci of the system closed-loop poles, which show that the right-most
pole pair (critical pole pair) shifts from LHP to RHP as the number of parallel devices increases from
12 to 15. The prediction of the stability boundary differs from the Nyquist analysis by 3 converters
(1 per phase), which results from the slight inaccuracies in the transfer-function fitting performed for
the closed-loop pole analysis. However, the eigenvalue analysis is an auxiliary method that aims to
obtain the resonant modes and dampings, and the absolute stability should be assessed applying the
unmodified measurement data in Nyquist analysis.
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The critical poles have frequencies in the range of 6–8 kHz for multiple paralleled PSUs as
showed in detail in Table A1 in Appendix A. This frequency corresponds accurately to the frequency
of oscillation observed in the data center shown in Figure 5. Thus, the performed stability analysis
predicted both the instability of the data center and the resonance frequency.
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Figure 13. Pole path for critical system poles as the number of paralleled PSUs is increased.

5. Discussion

While the dynamics of grid-connected converters and related stability analysis methods are widely
studied, real-life cases and applications of the methods still remain rare. This study presented a practical
implementation of an impedance-based stability analysis, where the instability of a commercial data
center is explained directly from the black-box impedance measurements of a single PSU. The steps of
this process are

1. Model the grid impedance at the point-of-common coupling;
2. Measure the input impedance of a converter;
3. Aggregate the parallel devices;
4. Calculate the impedance ratio and avoid RHP poles;
5. Perform the stability analysis through Nyquist contours or closed-loop eigenvalues..

In this study, only a limited amount of information was available from the data center:
the parameters of the grid connection and the number of paralleled PSUs were known, and a PSU
acquired from the data center. The detailed wiring schematics, topology of the PSUs, and control
schemes of the PSUs were all unknown or unavailable. Consequently, the impedance-based stability
analysis utilizing the terminal impedance measurements of a PSU is the only method that can cope
with these limitations. The impedance measurements were performed for a single PSU, and the
rest were assumed identical. While all the PSUs were the same model, a variation is possible in the
component values of the units. The detailed connection configuration of the PSUs and resonance
frequency spectrum were unavailable. In addition, the PSU could not be measured in natural operation,
where the load is graphical or central processing units. Instead, a resistive load was built to consume
the output power, so that the PSUs can be measured at a nominal power. The output load may have
impact on the input impedance through load effect, which may result in slight inaccuracies in the
impedance measurements. Despite these challenges, the applied stability analysis predicted both the
instability and the resonant frequencies, and the unstable operation could have been avoided if a
similar analysis had been performed prior to commissioning the data center.

Mitigating the stability issues post-commissioning can be tedious or expensive, as it is significantly
easier to avoid the stability issues instead of attempting to fix them. In general, the main contributor
for stability issues in systems that consist of multiple parallel converters is a high grid impedance,
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that increases the interaction between the converters. In an ideal grid, an arbitrary number of
converters can be connected in parallel, as all the current is directed to the zero-impedance grid
and the bus voltages are rigid, and consequently, the converters cannot interact with each other.
Consequently, the most straightforward method for resolving stability issues in such systems is to
decrease the grid impedance by strengthening the grid through investments such as increasing the
power rating of the grid-interfacing transformer or adding parallel cables from the transformer to the
converters. However, these are often costly investments, and the viability should be carefully assessed
by utilizing, for example, the presented measurement-based impedance analysis. In the presented data
center, the PSUs were highly unsuited for multi-parallel operation due to the drastic resonant peak
and present RHP zero pair. Very significant grid investments would have been required to decrease
the grid impedance enough to stabilize the system, and thus, the most applicable solution was to
completely replace the PSUs. Again, the replacement PSUs should be assessed beforehand to ensure
the compatible operation.

6. Conclusions

Impedance-based stability criterion is a valuable tool in analysis of grid-connected systems.
This work has shown a practical approach and a case study in which the stability criterion was applied
to explain the instability occurred in a new data center in Southern Finland. The instability was
observed as a sustained high-frequency resonance that had amplitude of 31% of nominal grid voltages
measured at the grid-coupling transformer. The instability originated from paralleled rectifiers used in
power supplying that had total power capacity of 250 kW.

In this work, the input impedance of a single power-supplying rectifier acquired from the data
center was measured and the impedance-based stability analysis was extended to multi-converter
systems, where the analysis was performed based on aggregated impedance-based stability criterion.
The analysis revealed decreasing stability margins as more units were connected in parallel, until the
stability was lost when the number of paralleled devices was increased to 12 (total power of 30 kW).
In addition, system eigenvalue analysis accurately predicted the resonance frequency to the range
of 6–8 kHz, which was the resonant frequency in the initial on-site measurements at the data center.
To conclude the findings, the instability of the data center along with resonant modes could have
been predicted by measuring the input impedance of a single rectifier and applying aggregated
impedance-based stability criterion.
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Appendix A. Critical Poles of Paralleled PSUs

Table A1 shows the detailed characteristics of the critical pole pair for varying number of parallel
PSUs, as shown in Figure 13. Increasing the number of paralleled PSUs above 12 results in pole-shift
to RHP, which indicates unstable system described by the negative damping factors shown in red.
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Table A1. Critical pole pairs.

Parallel
PSUs

Critical Pole
Pair (1000 rad/s)

Frequency
(Hz)

Damping
Factor

3 −5.197 ± 72.761i 11,609.8 0.0714
6 −2.216 ± 59.83i 9528.8 0.0370
9 −0.871 ± 54.448i 8666.8 0.0160
12 −0.147 ± 51.515i 8198.9 0.0029

15 0.293 ± 49.674i 7906 −0.0059
18 0.583 ± 48.412i 7705.6 −0.0120
21 0.786 ± 47.493i 7559.8 −0.0166
24 0.936 ± 46.794i 7449.0 −0.0200
27 1.049 ± 46.246i 7362.2 −0.0227
30 1.139 ± 45.803i 7292.0 −0.0249
33 1.210 ± 45.439i 7234.4 −0.0266
36 1.269 ± 45.134i 7186.1 −0.0281
39 1.317 ± 44.874i 7145.0 −0.0294
42 1.358 ± 44.651i 7109.7 −0.0304
45 1.393 ± 44.458i 7079.2 −0.0313
48 1.424 ± 44.287i 7052.1 −0.0321
51 1.450 ± 44.137i 7028.4 −0.0328
54 1.473 ± 44.003i 7007.2 −0.0335
57 1.494 ± 43.883i 6988.2 −0.0340
60 1.512 ± 43.775i 6971.2 −0.0345
63 1.528 ± 43.677i 6955.7 −0.0350
66 1.543 ± 43.588i 6941.6 −0.0354
69 1.556 ± 43.506i 6928.6 −0.0358
72 1.568 ± 43.431i 6916.8 −0.0361
75 1.579 ± 43.362i 6905.9 −0.0364
78 1.590 ± 43.299i 6895.9 −0.0367
81 1.599 ± 43.239i 6886.4 −0.0370
84 1.608 ± 43.185i 6877.9 −0.0372
87 1.616 ± 43.134i 6869.8 −0.0375
90 1.623 ± 43.086i 6862.2 −0.0377
93 1.630 ± 43.041i 6855.1 −0.0379
96 1.636 ± 42.999i 6848.5 −0.0381
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